ECOINTENTION

LEARN TO WORK WITH LIFE ENERGY

ECOINTENTION

ONLINE INTENSIVE WITH HANS ANDEWEG

This Intensive teaches ECOintention, a method to restore energy and flow in nature and organizations. By directing energy with intention, you can improve well being, vitality, and production.

Mind Moves Matter
ECOintention combines ancient wisdom and modern science into a practical method for improving energy. Its main principle is “Mind moves matter.”

Center for ECOintention
Oppauerstraße 10
D-45772 Marl
Germany

Tel: +31-641840555 or +49-17672731245
Email: info@ecointention.com
Website: https://ecointention.com

Center for ECOintention
WOULD YOU LIKE AN ENVIRONMENT THAT ENERGIZES YOU? WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN HOW TO ACHIEVE THAT? AND WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE TO A HEALTHY PLANET TOO? YOU CAN!

**Intensive energy management**
In this ECOintention Intensive you will learn how to perceive and improve life energy and how you can apply this to yourself and to your home, garden or work. It’s very practical!

**For whom?**
This Intensive is for anyone who is looking for greater quality in their life and work and who want to develop their intuition. No prior knowledge or experience is required. Anyone can master energy management.

**What can you expect?**
- Eight webinars in autumn 2020
- An experienced teacher
- Learning by doing
- Thorough theoretical foundation

**Energy management is a profession you can learn**
When you have completed the Intensive you can:
- Perceive life energy in food, plants, and spaces
- Determine what to use to improve life energy
- Bring energy up to optimal with various tools
- Become qualified to take the second year of vocational training to become an ECOintention Practitioner

**It all starts with you**
In the process, you will learn to:
- Ground yourself well
- Know your sensitivity
- Energetically protect yourself
- Balance your own energy

**Learning by doing**
In the Intensive you will learn a number of principles that can be applied everywhere. To get familiair with them quickly, we practice with plants and food.

**Theoretical foundation**
The course is based on two books by Hans Andeweg: *The Universe Loves a Happy Ending* and *In Resonance with Nature*. These books provide you with a solid theoretical foundation in energy management.

**Life energy**
Everything consists of life energy, which is everywhere around you. You need life energy for your health and to achieve what you intend. It’s a combination of the right energy, the right flow, and the right goals.

**Anyone can do it**
Everything has energetic radiance, which is a measure of vitality. The healthy radiance of a field is a prerequisite for good plant growth., The radiance of a house affects the atmosphere and the health of its residents. Everyone can perceive radiance. It does not require a special talent.
THAT’S WHY ENERGY MANAGEMENT IS SO IMPORTANT!
Blockages and energetic stress from wifi transmitters and EMFs can cause your home, garden, or office to take energy from you instead of giving it. You can change that with good energy management.

Center of expertise
Center for ECOintention operates internationally and has been the center of expertise for energy management for more than 25 years. The staff at the Center are experienced and practical, reliable and open minded, focused on vitality and wholeness.

Experienced teacher
Your teacher will be Hans Andeweg, MSc. He is co-founder of Center for ECOintention and is the author of In Resonance with Nature and The Universe Loves a Happy Ending. Hans has taught and worked with life energy in organizations, companies, and nature reserves for over 25 years.

ECOINTENTION VOCATIONAL TRAINING
After the ECOintention Intensive you are qualified to take the second year of the four-year ECOintention Practitioner vocational training.
• In the second year you learn to balance the energy of your home, garden, and work.
• In the third and fourth years you learn how to provide energetic coaching to organization guardians and to balance the energy of companies, nature reserves, and events.
• After graduation, ECOintention Practitioners can offer their professional services to others or add ECOintention services to their current vocation. ECOintention Vocational Training is registered by the Dutch government and in Holland as VAT exempt.

EXPERIENCE A NEW WAY OF ONLINE LEARNING: ENERGIZING AND INSPIRING, GROUNDED AND CONNECTED

Get energized
ECOintention webinars are fun. You won’t be tired after four hours, because you learn to protect yourself against electrosmog. Sit comfortably at home and perceive energy through the screen of your computer in the room of somebody else. It’s easy! We will teach you.

ECOINTENTION ONLINE EXPERIENCES

Monika A. (35): “The ECOintention Online Course gave me so much value to my life! It deepened my relationship to nature and myself. What was mostly theoretical around energy, became practical and I love that!”

Terry J. (66): “I always looked forward to ECOintention Zoom training sessions because I learned so much! I was uplifted by the energy of being with Hans and my classmates for hours afterwards.”

Zoom webinars
The ECOintention Intensive consists of eight 4-hour Zoom webinars on Thursdays (download Zoom at www.zoom.us). You must have a good internet connection, microphone, and webcam to participate. Group size: 12-20 participants. There are no prerequisites. The spoken and written language is English. Dates: Sep 17, Sep 24, Oct 15, Oct 22, Oct 29, Nov 19, Nov 26, Dec 10 – 2020. Time: 1:00-5:00 PM in Amsterdam (CET). Costs: €649. After 20.07.20 €749. Ask for extra student reduction. This fee includes VAT and course material. It excludes the recommended books In Resonance with Nature and The Universe Loves a Happy Ending.

YOU KNOW YOU’RE READY! ENJOY YOUR JOURNEY.
SIGN UP AT ECOINTENTION.COM